


Second generation firewood processor

Easy and fast firewood production

For logs up to 30cm – 12 inch (EVO30) or 36cm – 14.5 inch (EVO36)

Runs on tractor PTO or with its own gasoline engine

Easy to fold in transport position

More than 12.000 sold !



Feeding with optional 

log-lifter or log-table

Log table for logs between

6.5 and 16.5ft. Available with

hydraulic feeding rollers.

Hydraulic log-lifter, easy to 

use with logs between 8 and 

14 ft. Powered by the splitting

cylinder.



Revolutionnary V-shaped feeding/splitting

The revolutionary V-shaped feeding system is the main 

innovation of this machine. It allows the cylinder to have 3 

functions:

- Log-lifting

- Log feeding

- Splitting

Advantages compared to old conveyor belt models:

- Less moving parts as many functions use the same cylinder, 

equals less maintenance

- Feeding and splitting movements are combined: increased

production speed

- The log is on the bottom of a groove, it will not move when

the saw hits it



One lever for all functions

The V-shaped feeder/splitter allowed for easy 

design of the controls, all in one lever.

When lever is pushed, cylinder goes forward, 

moving the log inside the machine and splitting 

the wood in the splitting groove. When lever is 

released, cylinder goes back to home position.

When lever is pulled, the saw cuts the log.

Lever can be secured so that the saw does not 

move and the feeding system stays at its 

position, allowing easy use of the log-lifter.



Sawing with standard sawchain

The sawbar and the bracket are especially designed for 

the machine. They allow the sawchain to rotate at 

double speed compared to a standard saw, thus

making sawing fast and easy.

The sawchain is autolubricated.

The sawchain moves only when the saw is out.

The sawbar movement is directly applied from the 

control lever.

EVO36HC models have a hydraulic saw movement. The 

HC model is recommended only for professionnals

who have already used firewood processors.



Log lenght setting

Length is simply set by 

moving the stopper 

above the splitting

groove.

Log length can be set 

between 8 and 24 inches.



Last part staller

A support bar can be used to maintain the log during sawing.

By pushing the support bar lever into the opposite direction, the last part staller goes out. It allows to 

feed the last part above the splitting groove on its full lenght before letting it fall. This ensures that the 

last part does not drop in an inadequate position for splitting.

Support for the log



Splitting against the splitting knife

Once sawn, the wood drops in the splitting groove. 

The feeding system will then push it against the 

splitting knife when the cylinder is run forward, 

feeding in the same time the next part for sawing.

The machines are all equipped with a splitting knife 

splitting in 2 or 4 parts.

Optional 0/2, 2/6 and 2/8 knives are available.

The splitting knives have special designs to minimize 

the need of power for splitting.

EVO30 is equipped with a 5.6 ton cylinder.

EVO36 is equipped with an 8 ton cylinder (effective 

power automatically set between 2 and 8 tons)

EVO36 can be fitted with a 10 ton cylinder.



Lever for the splitting knife height

The height of the splitting knife is set with a lever 

located near the operator. It makes easy to position 

the knife in the middle of the wood about to be split.

If set to the middle, the 2/4 knife will split the wood in 

4 parts. If set high, it will split in 2 parts.

The highest position releases the knife and allows easy

replacement with other optional knives.

EVO36HC and EVO36HC Lite have hydraulic movement

of the splitting knife.



4 meter (13.1 ft) pivoting conveyor

Once ready, firewood is conveyed on the 13.1 ft long 

conveyor.

The conveyor can be moved in 4 different positions 

without having to move the machine. It allows to fill

for example 3 big-bags or to divide the load on a 

trailer.

The part under the splitting groove has a loose grid, 

allowing for small parts to drop under the machine. 

The produced firewood is clean.



Pilkemaster EVO36HC

EVO36HC Lite offers hydraulic splitting knife

movement.

EVO36 HC offers hydraulic movement for the splitting

knife and the sawbar.

Operation remains identical to other models except for 

the lever for the splitting knife control.

Splitting knife height control lever

Speed controls for valves



Power source

Pilkemaster EVO runs with hydraulic power provided by its own pumps. The 

pumps can be driven by:

- A tractor PTO (TR models)

- A Honda, Subaru or Briggs & Stratton 14hp engine (EVO30 PM models)

- A Briggs Stratton 18hp V2 engine (EVO36 PM models)

PTO and a motor can be combined to have the possibility to use one of the 

two power sources at will.



Independant splitting option (photo)

The independant splitting option adds levers near the splitting 

groove in order to be able to use the machine as a horizontal 

splitter for wood that has already been cut.



Mobile platform option (photo)

Oil cooler option

The mobile platform allows to easily transport the machine. The 

machine can be used directly on the platform. North American 

platforms are manufactured in QC, Canada to ensure the strict 

respect of road legistlation.

If the machine is intensively used, the hydraulic oil temperature 

may rise above the limit. The machine can be equipped with an 

oil cooler. The oil cooler needs a 12V power source.



Hydraulic feeding roller

Hydraulic feeding roller helps the log to enter the machine when 

using long, heavy or twisted logs.

The feeding roller can be factory mounted on the machine, but 

it is also easy to add afterwards with the convenient retrofit kit.

The Pilkemaster EVO36 HC has the hydraulic feeding roller as a 

standard feature.


